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Abstract: Strong circular dichroism in absorption in the near-infrared wavelength range
is realized by designing binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurfaces via the micro-genetic
algorithm optimization method. The influence of geometric parameter modifications in the
binary-pattern nanostructures on the circular dichroism performance is studied. The strong
circular dichroism in absorption is attributed to the simultaneous excitation and field interference
of the resonant modes with relative phase delay under linearly polarized incident light. This work
provides a universal design method toward the on-demand properties of chiral metasurfaces,
which paves the way for future applications in chemical and biological sensing, chiral imaging
and spectroscopy.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Chiral structures are well known for lacking any mirror symmetry. Unlike chiral molecules or
materials in nature with weak chirality, artificially designed chiral metamaterials, for instance,
two-dimensional (2D) anisotropic chiral metamaterials [1–4], dual-layer or multilayer twisted
structures [5–9], helical meta-atoms [10,11] and even achiral planar metasurfaces [12,13] can
achieve giant chiral properties including optical rotation, circular dichroism and asymmetric
transmission. Optical chirality has attracted great interest in chemical and biological sensing [7],
high-contrast chiral imaging for display technology [14], and electro-optical signal manipulation
[3]. Generally, 2D planar metasurfaces with strong chirality are more appealing for applications
requiring compact device configuration and simple fabrication processes. However, there are two
limitations to consider in metamaterials design: complexity and efficiency. Traditional design
methods, depending mainly on manual parameter sweeping, involve only a few design variables
and geometries with limited complexity in which the optimal solution could be missed. In terms
of efficiency, manually conducted metamaterial design is usually intended for the specific design
application, which is not efficient to serve as a universal design method.
The above-mentioned limitations can be overcome by utilizing optimization methods, such
as evolutionary method [15–17], gradient descent method [18,19], particle swarm optimization
[20,21], and learning method based on neural networks [22–25]. Among various optimization
methods, the genetic algorithm, a popular branch of the evolutionary method due to its simple
frame, flexibility and compatibility, has successfully demonstrated the robustness and efficiency
in the optimization of the electromagnetic design, for applications including broadband light
absorption under linear polarization [16,17,26,27], selective transmission under circular polar-
ization [28,29], and broadband circular polarizer [30]. However, the mechanism of generating
the strong circular dichroism with complex binary-pattern structures has not been thoroughly
#373975 https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.27.028313
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studied yet. Moreover, compared to traditional genetic algorithm, micro-genetic algorithm is
more viable for real applications since it increases the diversity of population and accelerates
the evolution progress by replacing the mutation step in traditional genetic algorithm with the
repopulation step by introducing new population with random chromosomes, and consequently
requires smaller initial population group while offering faster convergence [31,32].
In this work, we employ the micro-genetic algorithm to optimize the design of binary-pattern
chiral plasmonic metasurfaces for achieving strong circular dichroism in absorption (CDA), with
distinct absorption values for left- and right-handed circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) light. Two
types of binary-pattern nanostructures are obtained with strong CDA at the infrared wavelength
of 1.62 µm and 1.91 µm, respectively. The influence of geometric parameter modifications
on the circular dichroism is studied by involving single-pixel changes in the binary-pattern
nanostructures. It is found that the strong CDA is achieved as a result of the simultaneous
excitation and field interference of the resonant modes with relative phase delay under linearly
polarized incident light. The energy dissipation inside the metasurfaces is also discussed. The
proposed design method offers great potential to realize on-demand chiral metasurfaces with
high performance, which are very attractive for applications in chemical and biological sensing,
chiral imaging and spectroscopy.
2. Formulation of structural design with micro-genetic algorithm
According to the principle of micro-genetic algorithm, the optimization of chiral plasmonic
metasurfaces is initialized with a random geometry for the binary-pattern nanostructure. The
geometric information of the nanostructure is encoded into the chromosome, which is composed
of binary numbers. In the discretized binary space, the binary numbers, one and zero, represent
the material and free space, respectively. The binary-pattern nanostructure evolves toward the
optimal geometry along the direction driven by the cost function, which evaluates the discrepancy
between the CDA value for each generated nanostructure and the predefined target value. Let the
cost function cast as F =
∑
λ (1 − |ALCP − ARCP |)2, where ALCP and ARCP are the absorption of
the nanostructure under the LCP and RCP incidence, respectively, λ denotes the wavelength in
the target wavelength range. Thus, CDA = ALCP − ARCP. The evolutionary optimization problem
can be mathematically written as: minimize F, subject to ∇×∇×E− µω2εE = 0 and ∇ · εE = 0,
where E denotes the electric field, ε the permittivity and µ the permeability. The formulated
problem is then solved through the finite element method (commercial software, COMSOL).
The calculation is implemented with periodic boundary condition and perfect matched layers, as
well as adaptive mesh method with mesh grids fine enough to guarantee the accuracy. The cost
value F is derived from the absorption spectra for each generated nanostructure. Based on the
cost value F, the evolution loop will choose to update the chromosome information for a new
calculation or stop the loop until the predefined target is satisfied in the program.
In this work, the target performance is expected to present strong chirality with the CDA
over 0.5 for the designed binary-pattern metasurface under LCP and RCP incidence within a
certain narrow wavelength range. We select 10 equally spaced test wavelengths in the wavelength
range between 1.5 µm to 1.75 µm (or between 1.75 µm to 2 µm) for the calculation. To
increase the anisotropic properties and further reduce the complexity in the calculations, the
binary-pattern metasurface employs a non-square 15×11 array with two-fold rotational symmetry
and intentionally defined gap space between four quadrants. The evolutionary optimization is
implemented by the micro-genetic algorithm with a population of 20 chromosomes and the
tournament selection for crossover for each generation. When achieving the valve value of the
similarity among chromosomes, the algorithm takes the repopulation step to increase diversity
and speed up the evolution without the need of a mutation step. Eventually, with the convergence
within 35 generations, this work finds two types of binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurfaces
with high CDA values satisfying the predefined targets.
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3. Design of binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurfaces
Metal-dielectric-metal three-layer films have been widely used for the metamaterial absorber
designs [16,17,27], where large light absorption can be realized with the carefully designed
nanostructures on the top metallic layer. In this work metal-dielectric-metal three-layer film is
also used for achieving strong circular dichroism in absorption. The advantage of the flexible
design capability in the top metallic layer can be further enhanced by implementing the optimal
geometry generated in the micro-genetic optimization algorithm. Figure 1(a) presents the
schematic of the designed binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurface with strong CDA. The
designed metasurface consists of a 55 nm-thick top gold (Au) layer with Pattern A obtained
from the optimization algorithm, a 145 nm-thick silica (SiO2) spacer layer and a 200 nm-thick
Au substrate. As the substrate is optically thick enough to eliminate the transmission through
the designed nanostructure, the absorption is calculated as unity minus the reflection upon the
LCP or RCP incidence. Figure 1(b) shows the top view of the designed chiral metasurface with
pattern A having a 15×11 array composed of square gold pixels with sides of w= 64 nm. The
supercell pattern A contains two kinds of components with two-fold symmetry. Additionally, the
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the designed binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurface with
pattern A. The geometric parameters are denoted as w= 64 nm, th = 55 nm, td = 145 nm
and tm = 200 nm. (b) Top view of the design d pattern A with period Px = 704 nm and
Py = 960 nm. (c) SEM image of the fabricated chiral metasurface with pattern A. (d)
Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) absorption spectra under LCP and RCP incidence at
normal direction, respectively. (e) Normalized electric field |E | distributions at the resonant
wavelength of 1.62 µm under LCP and RCP incidence, respectively, plotted at the surface of
the top Au pattern.
The Au-SiO2-Au three-layer film is deposited on a g ass substrate, with the Au layers deposited
by using an electron-beam evaporator (Lesker PVD250) and the SiO2 layer deposited by reactive
sputtering (Lesk r CMS18). Next, the designed nanostructure array is milled in the top Au lay r
using a focu ed ion beam (FIB) system (FEI H lios Nanolab 600, 30 kV, 9.7 pA). Figure 1(c)
sh ws a scanning electr n microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated chiral metasurface with
pattern A, in which slight variations in the geometric parameters can be observed compared to the
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designed nanostructure. The geometric variations are attributed to the fabrication imperfections,
and the influences of those variations on circular dichroism will be discussed in the later Section.
The fabricated chiral metasurface is then characterized with the Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy system (FTIR, Nicolet 6700). It is noted that the fabricated pattern array has an
area of 38 µm by 28 µm while the spot size illuminated on the sample is around 30 µm by 20 µm
to avoid the boundary influence in the FTIR measurement.
Figure 1(d) shows the measured and simulated absorption spectra (ALCP, ARCP) of the chiral
metasurface under LCP and RCP incidence at the normal direction, respectively. The simulated
absorption spectra of chiral metasurface with pattern A present strong circular dichroism, with
a near perfect absorption of 0.96 under LCP incidence at the resonant wavelength of 1.62 µm
and a low absorption of 0.25 under RCP incidence. The chiral metasurface with pattern A then
exhibits a high CDA value of 0.71 at 1.62 µm in simulation, compared to the experimental value
of 0.63. The discrepancy between the predicted and the experimental values arises mainly from
the geometric variations produced during the fabrication. Figure 1(e) depicts the localization
of the electric field |E | distribution and the high contrast of the electric field intensity between
LCP and RCP excitations at the wavelength of 1.62 µm. Giant CDA is induced by the dichroic
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the alternative designed binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurface
with pattern B. (b) Top view of the designed pattern B. (c) SEM image of the fabricated
chiral metasurface with patt rn B. (d) Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) absorption
spectra under LCP nd RCP i cidence at normal direction, r spectively. (e) Normaliz d
electric field |E | distributions at the resonant wavelength of 1.91 µm under LCP and RCP
incidence, respectively, plotted at the surface of the top Au pattern.
By taking advantage of the flexibility in the micro-genetic algorithm optimization method,
another example of chiral metasurface design with a different operating wavelength range
is demonstrated by simply adjusting the condition setting in the predefined target and cost
function. The same 15×11 array of gold square pixels and material properties are employed in
the optimization process in pattern B but with the target of achieving a CDA value over 0.5 in a
different wavelength range of 1.75 µm to 2 µm. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the optimized chiral
metasurface with pattern B. The supercell pattern B is also composed of two kinds of components
with two-fold symmetry. A SEM image of the fabricated chiral metasurface with pattern B is
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shown in Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(d) presents the measured and simulated absorption spectra under
LCP and RCP incidence, respectively, showing the strong chirality. For LCP incidence, the chiral
metasurface generates a strong absorption around 0.94 at the resonant wavelength of 1.91 µm,
leading to the simulated and measured CDA values of 0.67 and 0.60, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 2(e), strong circular dichroic resonant modes are excited between the gaps of the four
components in pattern B under LCP incidence, however, these modes are suppressed under RCP
incidence.
4. Influence of geometric parameter modifications on circular dichroism
The influence on circular dichroism performance caused by geometric parameter modifications
in the binary-pattern nanostructures is studied in simulation to investigate the robustness and
sensitivity of the circular dichroism in the optical response to geometric variations introduced
during the fabrication process. By taking the chiral metasurface with pattern A as the example,
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we simulate the influence of increasing and decreasing the gap space
by one-pixel distance along the x direction by shifting the two right components shown in the
blue dashed box (pattern A1 and pattern A2), respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the resonant
wavelength in the absorption spectrum exhibits a redshift from 1.62 µm to 1.67 µm with almost
perfect absorption under LCP incidence and a similar CDA of 0.74 for the chiral metasurface
with pattern A1. In contrast, Fig. 3(e) shows a slight blueshift for the resonant wavelength to 1.61
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Fig. 3. The influence of geometric parameter modifications in the designed binary-pattern
nanostructures on the circular dichroism performance. Schematics of (a) decreasing and (b)
increasing the gap space alo the x direction by shifting the two right components, and
(c) geometric alignment by shifting the two bottom components shown in the blue dashed
box to form pattern A1, pattern A2 and pattern A3, and (d)–(f) the corresponding simulated
absorption spectra under LCP and RCP incidence. (g)–(i) Schematics of adding or removing
pixels in supercell components shown in red dashed circle to form pattern A4, pattern A5
and pattern A6, and (j)–(l) the corresponding simulated absorption spectra under LCP and
RCP incidence.
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the reduced confinement of the resonant modes with the increased gap space. Moreover, Fig. 3(c)
depicts the geometry alignment by shifting the two bottom components shown in the blue dashed
box by one-pixel distance to the left along the x direction (pattern A3). Results of this alignment
operation are plotted in Fig. 3(f) showing a resonance blueshift to 1.60 µm with the absorption of
0.95 and the almost unchanged CDA of 0.70 for pattern A3, which indicates the modification of
mode coupling between the supercell components is almost negligible. Furthermore, geometric
features of the supercell components in the designed chiral metasurfaces pattern A are modified
by adding or removing pixels and thus three different cases are obtained. In Fig. 3(g), one pixel
(in the red dashed circle) is added to Component 1 to extend its length (pattern A4), leading
to an obvious resonance redshift from 1.62 µm to 1.86 µm with a much lower CDA of 0.34 as
shown in Fig. 3(j). The degradation in the chirality performance is attributed to the weaker mode
excitation of Component 1 due to the added pixel. In comparison, when one pixel is removed
from Component 1 to shorten its length (pattern A5) as shown in Fig. 3(h), the resonance blueshift
to 1.42 µm is observed with a low CDA of 0.45 as plotted in Fig. 3(k). Similarly, in Fig. 3(i), as
one pixel (in the red dashed circle) is added in Component 2, the resonance is shifted to 1.54 µm
with a low CDA of 0.55 as plotted in Fig. 3(l). Consequently, geometric parameter modifications
introduced by adding or removing important pixel features will significantly degrade the circular
dichroism performance for the designed chiral metasurfaces. The influence of critical pixel
modification on CDA shows predominant influence compared to that produced by the shift or
alignment of the supercell components. The influences of geometric variations studied here
well explain the observed broadened resonant absorption peaks and circular dichroism values in
experiment shown in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 2(d).
5. Circular dichroic mode analysis
In order to elucidate the underlying mechanism behind the strong circular dichroism obtained
in this work, we conduct further analysis of the circular dichroic mode distributions inside the
designed chiral metasurface. For the chiral metasurface with pattern A, Fig. 4(b) plots the
absorption spectra under x- and y- polarized light at normal incidence. Two resonant modes are
observed, and the electric field Ex distributions at the wavelength of 1.62 µm for x-polarized
(with phase of −90° or 90°) and y-polarized incidence (with phase of 0°) are presented in
Fig. 4(c) respectively. It is observed that there are two antiparallel dipole modes formed on each
supercell component within pattern A. Moreover, when the chiral metasurface is excited with
circularly polarized light, the corresponding dipole modes under x- and y-polarized incidence
are simultaneously excited with relative phase delay of 90° or −90°, leading to constructive or
destructive field interferences to form the LCP or RCP resonant mode, respectively, as highlighted
in two typical locations marked by red dashed circles and blue dashed boxes. Thus, the electric
field is greatly enhanced under LCP excitation but significantly suppressed under RCP excitation
with the Ex amplitude in the LCP mode around 5.6 times larger than that of the RCP mode,
resulting in the observed strong circular dichroism.
With the purpose of understanding the degradation of chirality performance, circular dichroic
mode analysis is also conducted for the chiral metasurface pattern A4 as an example. Unlike
pattern A, pattern A4 shows the degraded CDA due to the geometric parameter variation in
extending the length of Component 1 by adding one pixel. Figure 5(b) plots the absorption spectra
of pattern A4 under x- and y- polarized incidence, exhibiting a lower absorption at the resonant
wavelength of 1.83 µm and 1.80 µm, respectively. Also, the absorption peak for x-polarized
incidence is stronger than y-polarized counterpart, rather than the inversed case shown for pattern
A in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 5(c), the electric field Ex distributions are plotted for x- and y-polarized
incidence with different phases at the wavelength of 1.86 µm. In comparison with pattern A,
the extended length of Component 1 in pattern A4 causes the different field distribution and
mode coupling, and hence a smaller mode amplitude under x-polarized incidence rather than that
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Fig. 4. Circular dichroic mode analysis for chiral metasurface with pattern A. (a) Schematic
of the top view of chiral metasurface with pattern A. (b) Simulated absorption spectra under
x- and y- polarized light at normal incidence. (c) The constructive or destructive interferences
of the e ctric field Ex unde x- and y-p larized incidence with a relative phase delay of 90°
or −90°, leading to the circular dichroic modes under LCP and RCP incidence. All modes
are plotted at the surface of the top Au pattern at the resonant wavelength of 1.62 µm.
for y-polarized incidence. Similarly, when illuminating with circularly polarized light, the LCP
or RCP resonant mode is formed according to the simultaneously excited and interfered dipole
modes under x- and y-polarized incidence. However, for LCP incidence, due to the adverse
influence brought by the geometric parameter variation, the electric field enhancement stemmed
from the constructive interference is weakened compared to that of pattern A. The obtained Ex
amplitude in the LCP mode is only around 3.5 times larger than that of the RCP mode, resulting
in a relatively degraded CDA. Therefore, it can be established that the chirality performance of
the designed binary-pattern chiral metasurface is sensitive to the variations of critical geometric
parameters.
To fully understand the wave propagation and energy absorption inside the designed chiral
metasurfaces, the magnetic field distributions at certain cross sections of pattern A located at red
dashed lines of a-a and b-b in the x-z pla e shown in Fig. 6(a) are investigated. Figure 6(b) plots
the cross-sectional magnetic field Hy distribution at positio a-a at the res nant wavelength of
1.62 µm. Magnetic dipoles are observed round th metallic mater al but showing ifferent mode
distributions under LCP and RCP excitatio . The magnetic field under LCP excitation induces
strong r circulating currents repres nted y t e black arrows be ween two sup rcell components
than those for RCP excitation. Similarly, complex magnetic mode di tributions and circula ing
currents are found at position b-b as shown in Fig. 6(c). When comparing the Hy amplitude
at two cross section locations, stronger mode excitation and hence a larger contribution to the
energy absorption can be found for the cross section at position a-a than those at position b-b.
Furthermore, Fig. 6(d) plots the time-averaged optical power dissipation density Qh distributions
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Fig. 5. Circular dichroic ode analysis for chiral metasurface with pattern A4. (a) Schematic
of the top view of chiral metasurface with pattern A4. (b) Simulated absorption spectra
under x- and y- polarized incidence at normal direction. (c) The constructive or destructive
interferences of the electric field Ex under x- and y-polarized incidence with a relative phase
delay of 90° or −90°, l ading t the circular dichroic modes u der LCP and RCP incidence.
All modes are plotted at the surface of the top Au pattern at the resonant wavelength of 1.86
µm.
under LCP or RCP incidence located at position a-a at the resonant wavelength of 1.62 µm. Qh is
calculated with the formula [35], Qh = ε0ωε ′′m (ω)|E|2/2, where ε0 and ε ′′m denote the permittivity
in vacuum and the imaginary part of the permittivity of metal. The circularly polarized light
flows into the nanostructure in the way depicted through the direction and magnitude of the
Poynting vector (green arrows). Compared to RCP excitation, the stronger circular dichroic mode
interactions under LCP excitation leads to higher energy dissipation density. Similar energy
dissipation phenomena are also observed in Fig. 6(e) at position b-b, however, the maximum
dissipation density value under either LCP or RCP excitation is lower compared with that at
position a-a.
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of cros secti at po s . (b), (c) ro s-sectional
magnetic field Hy distributions under or incidence located at position a-a and
position b-b in the x-z plane, respectively. The black arrows represent the direction and
magnitude of the induced current density due to the magnetic field. (d), (e) Cross-sectional
time-averaged optical power dissipation densityQh distributions under LCP or RCP incidence
located at positi n a-a and position b-b, respectively. Green arrows describe the direction
and magnitude of Poynting vector. All fields are plotted at the resonant wavelength of 1.62
µm.
6. Conclusion
Binary-pattern chiral plasmonic metasurfaces have been designed to realize strong circular
dichroism in absorption at near-infrared wavelength range by using the micro-genetic algorithm
optimization method. Two types of chiral metasurfaces are demonstrated through the optimization
method with the measured CDA values of 0.63 and 0.60, respectively. It is shown that the
chirality of the designed metasurfaces remains robust when the gap space between the supercell
components is varied, but the chirality is sensitive to the variations in length and width of the
components even at single pixel modification. The obtained strong CDA is explained as the
results of constructive and destructive field interferences of resonance modes with relative phase
delay under orthogonal linear polarizations. The absorption of the incident light is further
discussed with the energy dissipation density distributions. This work provides an effective
method to realize the on-demand design of chiral nanostructures with high performance, with
promisin great impact on applications involving chemical and biological chiral sensing, chiral
imaging and spectroscopy, and nonlinear optics.
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